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dulqar addresses the audience without looking away from them. he speaks to them with sincerity
and with an innate quality of humility. he makes every scene his own, and even when he plays

someone else, he does it so convincingly that we can't help but feel his thoughts and ideas. he is
simply a great actor. mohanlal is charlie's best friend. the character is played well by him. you get

the feeling that charlie is not a stranger to him. he respects him, but never lets on. mohanlal looks as
though he is betraying charlie's trust with every line he utters. charlie also fills the post of a positive
role model. it is shown on the screen how, no matter what happens to charlie, his family and friends
will be there for him. then, there is a false alibi with dulqar that charlie and he used to work together
in the past and that he has no alibi for the crime. it is very obvious to the audience that charlie had

no idea that he committed a crime. at the end, he is shown as a reformed character. he gets what he
wants and returns to the same old lifestyle, with better style. the movie is shot well, and the songs

are well thought out. however, there is only one song that could have been set up better. the song is
shot in a 'god's-eye' view. however, for a song to be a song, it must be audible, and when the

audience is distracted by events on the screen, they miss some of the lyrics. for a song to become
an anthem, it must be audible in any situation. this song is a clear example of how a song that

should be an anthem of freedom and freedom of thought, is a mockery of the latter, by being in a
god's eye view shot. that's why i don't consider it as an anthem.
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